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OUR STATEMENT

Pittsburgh is known as the “City of Bridges”
which really is a fitting description. Beyond
the plethora of physical bridges, Pittsburgh
connects it's many unique assets with
those in other parts of the world, building a
strong, dynamic, and innovative city with
diverse talents and people. 
 
At Idea Foundry, we have been working to
support these connections through our
Global Initiatives for the last several years.
We see increased effort to strengthen
entrepreneurship ecosystems in every
corner of the globe and know that there is
a place for Pittsburgh to contribute as a
global innovation hub.
 
We also have observed time and again that
Pittsburgh's story of resilience and
transformation resonates well with many
other cities diversifying their economies
through entrepreneurship across the world.
In line with this, we have increased our
Global Initiatives in 2019, with active
partnerships stretching from Latin America
to Southeastern Asia.
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Bridges reach out to
connect with new places,
but bring you back to
your starting point as
well.
In this same way, the work that we do
always connects back to Pittsburgh, our
mission, and our roots.

To illustrate the work we have begun or
strengthened in 2019, we have adopted
the theme of bridges throughout this
report. It is structured in the same way in
which our work flows from a starting
point – Bridging Ideas – to more concrete
initiatives – Bridging Ecosystems &
Bridging Technologies – to the piece that
ties them together – Bridging Community.

2019 GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
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Finding common ground.
 

The international visitors to Idea Foundry's office in 2019 came as delegations, fellows, and  
entrepreneurs. All acted as citizen diplomats, looking to entrepreneurship to solve deep-
rooted problems affecting their countries and the globe. This demonstrates the power that
innovation has to create positive societal impact and change.

100+
International visitors to Idea

Foundry's office in 2019
 

Exceeding 2018's total of 100

and not including 200 Swedish

Scouts who visited our office for

workshops in July, 2019

33
Countries represented

 
56 total distinct countries

between 2018 & 2019

5
Continents where we have

active partnerships
 



In 2019, our team built and solidified
partnerships and collaborative
programming through direct visits to Chile,
China, Mauritius, Mexico, and Vietnam,
where we meet with entrepreneurs and
those working to support them. 
 
One key example of our efforts was in our
trip to Merida, Mexico through our selection
by the U.S. Department of State for a follow-
up of the Young Leaders of the Americas
Initiative. We hosted a Fellow from Mexico
in 2018 and developed a partnership with
his company, AddereMX, to support a
model of sustainable acceleration of
startups in the Yucatan peninsula. This trip
diffused best practices and concepts from
our experience in  Pittsburgh's ecosystem
with key actors in Merida.

We participated as guest speakers in a
series of workshops organized by AddereMX
in collaboration with the U.S. Consulate and
the local Yucatan government organization
focusing on entrepreneurship.
 
 
These workshops reached each point of the
entrepreneurial ecosystem, from
representatives of university technology
transfer offices, government backed
accelerators, to the entrepreneurs
themselves. We built awareness of the
importance of sustainable growth as a
startup, and best practices to avoid early
failure. While bridging ideas in trips like this,
we are taking the first steps towards more
concrete, mutually beneficial collaboration
in the future.
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THESE IDEAS TAKE
US PLACES

Representatives from addereMX, Instituto Yucateco de Emprendedores, the U.S. Consulate in Merida, and Idea
Foundry in Merida, Mexico for the opening of the MolochES workshop series

Merida, Yucatan, Mexico - June 2019
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-Lucas Espinoza, GIBP Participant

I WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN ABLE
TO ACCOMPLISH THIS IF I HAD
GONE ALONE TO PITTSBURGH,

THE SUPPORT AND CONNECTIONS
[OF IDEA FOUNDRY] WERE

FUNDAMENTAL.

Diving right in.
 
While meeting with foreign entrepreneurs, we determined that there was significant value
in conducting a first-step of market and ecosystem discovery through immersion and
fortifying stronger connections face-to-face. To formalize this observation, we developed
the Global Innovation Bridge Program℠ in 2019.

The pilot of the Global Innovation Bridge
Program took place in April 2019 through
support  from the U.S. Embassy in Chile.
In this trip, 11 Chilean entrepreneurs 
 participated in a 2 week program in
Pittsburgh organized by Idea Foundry.
Over the trip, we scheduled over 50
individual meetings with potential
collaborators and partners, one-one-one
consultations with our team, and group
meetings to expose them to Pittsburgh's
unique network of support for
entrepreneurs. Each of the participants
left with a new perspective to apply to
their business and one was able to sign a
partnership with a local startup focused
on transferring technology to reduce the
achievement gap in elementary schools. 

GLOBAL INNOVATION
BRIDGE PROGRAM℠
The first objective of the GIBP is to give
foreign entrepreneurs the opportunity to
gain a deeper understanding of the  U.S.
innovation and entrepreneurial
ecosystem by experiencing it first-hand.
The second objective is to catalyze
innovation adoption, transfer, and impact
by directly developing innovator and
business collaboration. 
 
We do this by working with our global
partner network to identify high-potential
foreign entrepreneurs and to organize a
trip to Pittsburgh individualized to their
focus and priorities. We schedule group
and individual meetings with potential
collaborators and partners, organize
networking opportunities, and provide
one-on-one guidance from our team.
Because each entrepreneur comes with a
unique company and priorities, we think
that the personalized nature of these
programs is essential to its success. 
 
In 2019 we implemented the pilot of this
program and based on the positive
feedback we received, we deepened our
partner network to further develop these
programs in 2020.
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In August 2019, Idea Foundry received certification by the
International Business Innovation Association (InBIA) as a
designated Soft Landings site. This designation indicates that
we have significant resources and programming in place to
work with foreign companies interested in international
expansion. It adds us to a distinguished group of international
entrepreneurial support organizations committed to sharing
best practices and resources to support entrepreneurs.

One of the benefits of the Soft Landings designation is the eligibility to participate in
Soft Landings designee-specific hosting opportunities. Idea Foundry had the honor of
being selected for one of these opportunities taking place in October, through InBIA's La
Idea Incubator project. This project is funded by the U.S. Department of State and
implemented by InBIA in collaboration with CENPROMYPE, the unified Central American
organization concerned with the promotion of small business. 
 
Through this program, Idea Foundry developed the agendas and hosted a cohort of 10
entrepreneurs during a 1-week boot camp in Pittsburgh, together with InBIA. The
entrepreneurs represented technical services companies from 5 countries in Central
America. During the trip we arranged workshops, guest speakers, and individual
guidance from the Idea Foundry team to help the participants understand the
challenges and opportunities of doing business in the U.S. We will be continuing to work
with InBIA and CENPROMYPE to engage in follow up with the entrepreneurs. 
 
These ecosystem bridges build a relationship of trust and support from the very
beginning, which makes future collaboration more seamless when working across
borders, time zones, and cultures. 

PARTNERSHIPS TO SHARE
RESOURCES
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1. EXPLORE

2. NAVIGATE

3. SOFT LANDINGS

IMPACT GLOBALIZER℠

In-depth strategy to adapt business

model for the U.S. market

Implementation of the strategy in

Southwestern PA through our

support and professional network

U.S. market identification and

validation: Macro, Micro, and

Competitive analyses

In 2019, Idea Foundry put in place 3 levels of services to support foreign
entrepreneurs at each stage of U.S. market exploration.

BRIDGING TECHNOLOGIES

Efficiency in innovation. 
One of the core principles that guides our work is the idea that innovation often has global
application. We provide services focused on the adaptation of technologies to different
markets with the hope that by supporting technology adoption, we can innovate more
efficiently around the world.

OUR FIRST PARTICIPANTS

In May, we traveled to Vietnam for an outbound project tied to a U.S. State
Department-funded Fellowship program that we have participated in for the last
several years. During this trip, we developed a partnership with BSSC, a leading
national entrepreneurial support organization in Vietnam and became a programmatic
sponsor of the largest startup competition in Vietnam. One of our portfolio companies
was also the only U.S. startup to make it to the top 60 on the International Track of the
competition. We offered two of our 1st level Impact Globalizer services to top ranking
Vietnamese startups in the competition who have potential in the U.S. market,
becoming some of our first Impact Globalizer particpants and solidifying our
partnership in Vietnam. 
 

In addition to these Vietnamese companies, another of our first participants was a

Russian company, working with our partner in Moscow. Our partner network gave us

initial traction to reach high-potential entrepreneurs across the globe.
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SEEDING
INNOVATION

Textile Industry Innovation
in Mauritius

Idea Foundry began work in mid-
2019 with the Economic
Development Board Maurit ius
(EDBM),  the pr imary economic
development agency of the island
nat ion of  Maurit ius,  which l ies
west of  the southern t ip of  Afr ica.
 
Of part icular  interest to EDBM
was support  in ident i fy ing
innovat ion,  both local  and global ,
to revive the Maurit ian text i le
industry .  Excluding f inancial
services,  text i les is  the largest
segment of  the Maurit ian
economy; however,  increased
global competit ion and a
shortage of readi ly avai lable
domestic labor hinders the
sector 's  growth opportunit ies .
 
We developed a proposal
highl ight ing Pittsburgh's highly
educated workforce’s abi l i ty to
co-develop new innovat ions,  and
our proximity to connect with
talent across the eastern U.S.
EDBM accepted this proposal  in
June 2019 and i t  was referenced
by Maurit ius '  Pr ime Minister in the
Annual Budget Speech on June
10,  2019.

Idea Foundry began work over the
summer,  with our team travel ing
to Maurit ius to gain an in depth
understanding of the current state
of the text i le industry .  We vis i ted
the faci l i t ies of  17 manufacturers,
ranging from small  50-person
faci l i t ies to 5,000-person
vert ical ly- integrated,  large-scale
manufacturers and speaking
directly with their  owners and
operators on the challenges they
currently face.
 
Working closely with EDBM, Idea
Foundry’s team is informing a
strategy to incorporate r ight-sized
innovat ion,  from Pittsburgh where
appl icable.  The scope of the
project is  slated as a year-long
effort ,  with work cont inuing into
2020.
 
The impact of  projects l ike this
one have strong U.S.  and global
economic benefit ,  with new
market opportunit ies for  U.S.
technologies,  and increased
production and global
competit iveness of  the Maurit ian
text i le industry .
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Whether it be scientific collaborators on local startups, visiting scholars, or students to
secondary and post-secondary institutions, Idea Foundry continues to play a role in talent
attraction to Pittsburgh. In 2019, we discussed opportunities for the Pittsburgh Institute of
Aeronautics (PIA) with 2 Chinese schools. Additionally, we began recruiting students from
Vietnam for our long-time partner Holy Family Institute. 
 
Our work with the Pittsburgh International Airport and VisitPittsburgh also facilitates the
attraction of visitors, students, and business to Pittsburgh. The largest example of these
efforts occurred in August of 2018, when we 3 partners organized the first ever non-stop
charter flight between China and Pittsburgh with China Eastern Airlines.  We are continuing
to work with partners in China for other business and tourism travel options this year.

13,000
Followers on WeChat

~6,000
weekly readership

BRIDGING COMMUNITY

The common thread. 
 
To create any of the bridges mentioned so far, one common thread needed is people. In
all our global work, the exchange of culture enriches the experience, resulting in long-
lasting relationships. Feeling welcomed augments your desire to be a contributor, which
is why we have focused since the beginning on laying the groundwork for talent
attraction in Pittsburgh.

Talent Attraction

Spreading the “Yinzer Pride”

You can see it every time we meet someone who is new to
Pittsburgh – we love talking about our city. 
 
The largest demonstration of our Yinzer Pride is our
FriendlyPittsburgh social media. Seven years ago Idea
Foundry created and began managing the FriendlyPittsburgh
account as the official Pittsburgh account on Chinese social
media platforms. Since Chinese have limited access to social
media and search platforms which are common in the United
States, this was a big step to share information about the city.
It has become a huge success with the community both here
and in China. Our team of native Mandarin-speakers select
and translate articles about Pittsburgh every week, providing

new and relevant contact to our Mandarin-speaking audience. We are very proud of the
awareness this platform has given to businesses and events in Pittsburgh.
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OUR PARTNERS AND COMMUNITY

BRIDGES NEED STABILITY ON

BOTH SIDES

What we do isn't possible without the partner network that we have developed throughout
the U.S. and the globe. We are looking forward to building new bridges in 2020 with these
and new partners.

BRIDGING COMMUNITY

OUR GLOBAL

INITIATIVES

LEADERSHIP

From left to right:
Mike Matesic, President & CEO
Yiqun Sun, Manager of Asia
Initiatives
Lindsey Matesic, Global
Engagement Manager, Latin
America Lead
Jay Murray, Entrepreneurial
Program Manager, Africa Lead


